Modular Multilevel Converters (MMC) are the solution of preference in HVDC applications due to modularity, scalability, low losses and low filtering requirement. Carrier-based (PWM) and carrier-less (nearest level control) modulation can be applied. By using advanced sorting methods focusing on keeping the capacitor voltage ripple under some limit, unnecessary switching events are eliminated leading to reduced switching losses. This paper presents a comparison between the steady-state performances in terms of output voltage THD and equivalent switching frequency of the Phase Shifted Carrier PWM and NLC plus sorting methods.
I Introduction
Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) topology is a very promising solution for high power applications such as High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC), high-power STATCOM or high voltage drives. Due to their low switching frequency leads to high efficiency and the high number of output voltage levels requires a minimal grid side filter. Another advantage is that the large number of modules present in the topology ensures fault tolerant operation [1] . In Fig. 1 (a) the structure of MMC is presented, where each leg has an upper and lower arm which together supplies the phase currents (i a, i b, i c ). Each arm consist of n series connected sub-modules (SMs) together with an arm inductor (L arm ) and resistance (R arm ). The simplest construction for the SMs is the so called Half Bridge (HB) topology, through which a capacitor can be inserted or bypassed [2] . Thus, the number of the inserted capacitor voltages from a leg results the phase voltage of the converter. Similarly, the output current is resulted from the difference between the upper and lower arm current. Beside the output current of the MMC a circulating current is present in the converter, which circulates between legs and the DC link. However, the circulating current has no direct impact on the output current it is important to control it in order to maintain high efficiency of the converter [3] . From control point of view the system becomes complex as it is schemed in Fig. 2 , several outer loops, such as current voltage control, has to be ensured. Additionally, in case of MMC, especially when large number of SMs are employed, internal control has to be established which ensures balance between the capacitor voltages and controls the circulating current. Several modulation strategies have been proposed in order to control the SM switches, they can be divided in two main classes: carrier based and sorting based algorithms (also called as carrierless) [3] . From the carrier based modulation techniques, such as: Carrier Disposition (CD) and Phase Shifted Carrier (PSC) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), PSC-PWM is the most promising due to its independent controllability in the SM [3] [4] [5] . Due to the different advantages/disadvantages of the carrier based and sorting method it is difficult to choose the suitable algorithm. In this paper a comparison between PSC-PWM and module sorting methods is presented. In the next section a small overview of the PSC-PWM and carrier-less methods are presented. In the third section two case scenarios are simulated: first when low 1 number of SMs are employed (4 SMs per arm) and a case scenario with large number of SMs (40SMs per arm). An evaluation of the two cases are also done in the section. In the fourth section an experimental evaluation is performed for the case when low number of modules are used. Finally, the conclusions of the analysis are presented. 
II Description of PSC-PWM technique and sorting algorithm
Different strategies have been proposed in the literature to control the switches from MMC converters. Based on the pulse generation mechanism of two level converters the PSC-PWM method assigns a carrier wave to each SM with the same frequency, amplitude but different phase. The waveforms used for pulse generation for the upper and lower arm SMs are visualized in Fig. 3 (a) for the case when n=4. The modulation inside one SM works similarly as for two level converters, when the reference signal is above the carrier the capacitor from SM is inserted, while it is bypassed when the reference signal goes below the carrier. The phase shift between the carrier waves in an arm should be 2π/n in order to minimize the harmonic content of the output voltage [6] . It has been also analytically proved that the phase shift between the upper and lower arm carriers (noted with θ in Fig. 3 (a) ) should be 0 in case n is odd and π/n when n is even to achieve the best performance [4] . The integer multiple between the switching frequency and fundamental frequency should be avoided in order to maintain the balancing between the capacitor voltages [5] . However, in order to control the circulating current and to maintain a balance between the capacitor voltages average and balancing control loop has to be applied as it is shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c). The capacitor voltage balancing algorithm is based on calculation of the error between the actual voltage of the SM's capacitor and the reference (received form the central controller) which goes into a proportional controller. By considering the sign of the current in the SM, which shows if the capacitor is charging or discharging, the reference value for the modulator is adjusted. With other words the balance is ensured by increasing the actual reference (the capacitor is inserted for longer time) when the voltage of the capacitor is less than the average should be and charging current is flowing in the SM. While in the other case, when the capacitor voltage in higher than the average the reference is increased when discharging current is flowing. With the average control it can be eliminated the AC components form the circulating current, a PI controller can be used to obtain the reference circulating current from the measured and reference average voltage. Then, with another PI controller the reference voltage can be obtained. The converter can operate without average control, however, the efficiency will not be the highest.
Another way to generate the on-off state of the switches from the MMC is to use sorting algorithms. Generally, the method is based on an external control loop, such as the open loop Nearest Level Control (NLC), or closed loop: Tolerance Band (TB) modulation or Selective Harmonic Elimination (SHE) PWM. In each sampling period the external control algorithm provides a reference voltage which is approximated by the number of the inserted SMs [7] [8] [9] [10] . Then, the sorting algorithms are based on a constant update frequency; in each update period it is calculated from the reference voltage the number of the modules which needs to be inserted as shown in Fig. 4 . This insertion level is obtained by dividing the resultant reference voltage with the average capacitor voltage. Usually, the calculated insertion level is not an integer number, rounding is used to obtain an exact number for the inserted capacitors. This method is used for the comparison in this paper and it referred as NLC. In order to achieve better approximation, reducing the error caused by rounding, one SM per arm should be inserted by using PWM technique. In this way the average voltage during an update period becomes equal with the reference voltage. This is the third method used for the comparison and it is referred as NLC+PWM.
In contrast to PSC-PWM which requires a voltage balancing loop for the SMs, the sorting algorithm is providing intrinsic balancing of the capacitor voltages. The balancing is achieved by sorting those cells which have high capacitor voltage in discharging mode and sort those with low charge for the charging mode [9] . Typically, the master controller creates a ranking list with the capacitor voltages and selects the highly charged modules when discharging. A disadvantage of the intrinsic balancing is that after an update period several SMs can be discharged to a slightly lower voltage level than the average; thus, they are exchanged with another modules with higher charge. This creates extra switching losses and also voltage peaks and drops appears in the output voltage. A way to minimize the extra switching is to consider the previous insertion state as it is described in [8] . Another method to reduce the number of switching used to exchange a discharged cap with a charged one from the same arm, is to set a tolerance band. Then, the capacitor exchange is performed only if one of the capacitor's voltage goes out from allowed tolerance band [9] . This method has been selected also for the comparison. Similarly as proposed in [9] the tolerance band was set to be 10% above the nominal capacitor voltage. This method is referred as PWM with Capacitor Ripple Control (PWM-CRC [9] ) in this paper.
As a conclusion both of the methods (with carrier or carrier-less) are suitable to control an MMC; however, it is not straight forward how to compare their performance. With both PSC-PWM and sorting methods the same number of maximum output voltage level of n+1 can be achieved. In case of PSC-PWM the number of switching during a fundamental period is constant, while this number is variable in case of sorting method. By increasing the number of the employed SMs the above presented modulation methods are showing different behaviour. In the next section the efficiency, THD of the output current of an MMC with different modulation strategies are evaluated for low and high number of SMs.
III Evaluation of the PSC-PWM and the Sorting methods
In order to evaluate the modulation methods an MMC model with low number of SMs (4 SMs per arm) and a model with high number of modules (40 SMs per arm) has been built in simulation software named PLECS. The SM capacitance for the two cases has been chosen based on [11] :
where S is the apparent power of the converter, V DC is the value of the full DC-link, V cellnom is the nominal cell voltage and ∆V is desired cell voltage ripple in per unit. Then, for simulation of the system with 4 SMs an arm inductance of L arm = 25mH and for the capacitor from the SMs resulted C sm =30µF. For the system with 40 SMs L arm = 25mH while C sm = 310 µF. The main parameters of the considered HVDC are summarized in Table 1 . In order to evaluate solely the modulator performance the simulations has been done in open loop, avoiding in this way the effect of the current controllers. Also, in order to avoid the effects of the load on the harmonic content of the output voltage and current a resistive load has been connected. The voltage ripple in the capacitor has been calculated in percentage where the amplitude of the AC component has been divided with the nominal capacitor voltage, this means 0% is a pure DC value while 100% means the amplitude of the ripple is equal with the nominal capacitor voltage value. For the circulating current the amplitude peak to peak of the ripple was divided by the nominal current of the converter. In Fig. 5 the simulated output voltage waveform of the MMC with four SMs per arm for four different modulation techniques are presented. On the first look it seems the number of switching is different for the four methods, however, this is due to the fact when a capacitor in an arm gets discharged is bypassed and another one from the same arm with higher charge is inserted. Then, this capacitor exchange will cause on the output voltage waveform only a small change. Moreover, it can be noticed, that the error in the output voltage respect to the reference voltage is higher for the cases where no modulation is performed. In Fig. 6 the spectrum of the output voltages are presented for each modulation method. The spectrum of PSC-PWM has large harmonic content around the cell switching frequency (447 Hz). In case of sorting with PWM the main group of harmonics are placed around 3 kHz (two times the sampling frequency). For the two sorting cases without PWM consist of spread low frequency harmonics, which is very inconvenient, from grid filters point of view. Based on the above presented simulations in Table 2 the main parameters, such as output voltage THD, capacitor voltage ripple and circulating current ripple, of the four modulation methods have been inserted. From THD point of view PSC-PWM and NLC+PWM have the best performance, while the methods without modulation the THD content is higher. On the other side, the capacitor voltage and the circulating current ripple is considerably smaller when sorting methods were used. A very important factor from external control point of view, especially when low number of SMs are used, is the sampling frequency. The NLC+CRC has almost 10 times larger sampling compared to the other method, which ensures the best controller performance in the overall system. Due to the low sampling frequency NLC+PWM has a high circulating current ripple while a very slight decrease can be noticed on the output voltage THD. When the control of the MMC is designed it is important decision is to use distributed or centralized control. The PSC-PWM has the advantage compared to the NLC methods is that the modulation can be distributed in the SMs [12] . As a conclusion for low number of SMs NLC+CRC gives a very good compromise, with a slight increase in the capacitor voltage and circulating current ripple compared to NLC and NLC+PWM, while high sampling frequency can be obtained. The main reason to select PSC-PWM as modulator would be due to the possibility to distribute the modulation in the SMs.
The simulation results for the second case when large number of SMs are employed (40 SMs per arm) is presented in Fig. 7 . For this case scenario the arm inductance has been set to L arm = 25mH, and the SM capacitor to 310µF. For this case a switching frequency of 247 Hz per SM has been chosen for the PSC-PWM. The frequency has been chosen in a way to not be an integer multiply of the fundamental frequency in order to avoid imbalances at the capacitor voltage [4] . Then, the capacitor sampling frequency becomes 19760 Hz, as it can be seen in Table 3 . Due to the high number of capacitors in this case, in the standard NLC method after each sampling period a high number of capacitors have to be exchanged, which leads to a lower sampling period when the number of switching is similar to PSC-PWM. As a conclusion, for high number of SMs is that the NLC will generate high number of switching during a fundamental period because many capacitors are exchanged (in the same arm a capacitor is bypassed while another one is inserted without having any effect on the output voltage, it is done solely for capacitor voltage balancing) after one sampling. At high number of SMs, the number of voltage levels are also increased and the modulation of a single module in an arm (in order to achieve better approximation) produced a smaller increase in the output voltage. The usage of a tolerance band for the capacitor voltage produces reduces the cell exchange in the arms, leading to reduce the switching frequency and therefore the switching losses in the SMs. The PSC-PWM has the advantage of ensuring evenly distributed switching losses between the SMs, and also gives the possibility to distribute the modulation in the SMs reducing the calculation load of the central calculation unit. In terms of THD the NLC+CRC has a better performance due to the high sampling frequency that it can be achieved. In Table 4 are depicted the results of the comparison where the output voltage THD is fixed. It can be noticed that for the same THD, the NLC and NLC+PWM methods offers higher switching frequency than the other two methods. 
IV Experimental validation
A small scale MMC setup has been built for experimental test and it is shown in Fig. 9 .
Similarly to the simulation with low number of SMs the setup is formed by 4 SMs in each arm. The parameters of the laboratory setup are shown in Table 5 . In the setup EtherCAT communication network has been established between the SMs and the central calculation unit. The implemented modulation techniques are: PSC-PWM, Standard NLC and NLC + PWM. Limited by the EtherCAT communication bandwidth the high sampling NLC-CRC method was not implemented. The measured waveforms with the setup are presented in Fig.  10 . Comparing the waveform with the simulated results presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 it can be noticed that they are very similar. Similarly to the simulations the sampling frequency, output voltage THD, capacitor voltage ripple, circulating current ripple has been introduced in Table 6 . 
V Conclusions
A comparison between modulation techniques NLC, NLC+PWM, NLC+CRC and PSC-PWM for MMC has been carried out. The same number of switching events during a fundamental period has been maintained for all the modulation methods during the tests. Two cases, first with low number of SMs per arm (4 SMs) and a second case with high number of SMs per arm have been analyzed. At low number of SMs the NLC+CRC has a big advantage of operation with high sampling frequency compare to the other methods. This is an important factor from the overall system point of view. The modulation of a single module on an arm ensures better approximation of the reference voltage, reducing the low frequency harmonic content of the output voltage. At high number of SMs when NLC and NLC+PWM method is used a very small difference in the cell capacitor voltages can lead to bypass of a capacitor and insertion of another one in the same arm just to maintain their voltage balanced. This has almost no effect on the output voltage increasing switching loss. The modulation of a single module on an arm at high number of SMs has low influence on the output voltage performance. However, it increases the complexity of the entire system. For high and low number of SMs, the PSC-PWM has the advantage compare to the other methods the modulation can be distributed in the SMs and the switching losses are evenly distributed between the SMs.
